
Step 1 -  Choose tap location

Step 2 - Place tap into position 
We recommend clicking on your jumbo connector for this part.

Ensure both clips are in place on your tap, place into position
then mark the top and bottom of each bracket ready for the next section.

 

Step 3Step 3 - Connect brackets

Using the lines you made in the previous step,place brackets in-between 
the lines, either drill the screws direct into wooden posts or use the 
masonry plugs provided.

To install the masonry plugs, we recommend using a 7mm drill it

Secure both brackets firmly and push fit your tap into place.

The brackets are very strong so be carefull of your fingers.

Step 4Step 4 - Connecting the fast flow bend

The fast flow bend can be connected by simply replacing your water butt 
tap or you can drill an additional hole.

Drilling an additional hole, simply use a 25mm hole saw to quickly cut a new
hole.

Please note: For water butts that have a textured surface, you may need to 
apply some sealant.

Step 5Step 5 - Connect & lay hose

When connecting your hose, ensure you tighten up the jubilee clip securely 
to prevent any possible leaks.

Please ensure that you do not have any kinks or sharp bends in your hose. 
If you need to round a sharp bend, we recommend a 90 degree 25mm or 1” bend.

Step 6 - Attach jumbo connector

Attach jumbo connector to your hose pipe. We recommend to ensure a straight cut
on your hose pipe and tighten up the connector firmly into place.on your hose pipe and tighten up the connector firmly into place.

Once connected, put the connector firmly onto your tap until you here a strong 
click.

Step 7 - Isolation plug
Simply remove the jumbo connector from your tap and insert the valve until you hear 
a click

Isolation valves can be use in severe cold weather to stop your tap freezing solid or if you
simply just want to disconnect it.simply just want to disconnect it.

Installation - RAINTAP
(Installation time is approx 5 minutes. Tools required: Drill for wall brackets & 7mm

 drill bit, pencil for marking)
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